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Combining computed tomography and additive manufacturing to optimize production cost 

and lead time of engine rakes 

This study conducted by RAMEM S.A, TRUMPF Laser- und Systemtechnik GmbH and YXLON 

International GmbH investigates the joint impact of additive manufacturing (AM) in combination 

with computed tomography (CT) on the production process of engine rakes. Rakes are the support 

parts for a series of tubing that are connected to sensors which analyse the engine behaviour. Their 

high required load capacity as well as their complex geometry made them a particularly interesting 

case study. Rakes conventionally are produced by using subtractive manufacturing, i.e. they 

undergo a series of different machining steps, assembly and welding along with dimensional 

inspection and NDT on the sub-assemblies. This manufacturing complexity with its numerous 

production steps results in costly parts with long processing times which are a hurdle for the 

aerospace industry. 

 

In contrast to the conventional manufacturing technique, the process steps for the rake can be 

significantly reduced by using additive manufacturing and combining dimensional measurements 

and NDT in one CT-scan. When comparing the times, conventional processing required 70h while 

AM and CT only needed 5h. The recurring process time could be reduced from 55h to 38h. The 

overall throughput could therefore be increased by 66%. Using advanced processes resulted in a 

cost reduction of 76% in non-recurring processes and a cost reduction of 66% in recurring 

processes. The overall manufacturing costs therefore could be reduced by 71%. 

 

Being able to substitute most of the machining and all assembly steps by additive manufacturing 

resulted in an efficiency increase on the manufacturing side. By conducting only one CT-scan all 

dimensions within the part as well as the build quality could be checked semi-automatically in only 

one dataset. Applying computed tomography substituted several NDT and dimensional inspection 

steps on sub-assemblies by only one process. This not only reduced the amount of time needed for 

the inspection but also decreased complexity significantly. 
 

 

*numbers are partly based on assumptions, are non-committable and represent the results achieved only at the time of publication. All 
numbers can be subject to modification. 
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